
 

Dear Investors 

We need to talk about Yield! (it’s a good news story). 

When I started this fund in July 2017 there was no expectation the assets we invest in would, in the                    

short term, produce a yield. The value of investing would come from long term growth in the value of                   

the assets over time and that this growth would be driven by an increase in the utility value of the assets                     

we own. This is still very much the case, but it is pleasing to see, even at this early stage, yield                     

opportunities emerging for our assets.  

In this newsletter I share with you what I understand of the yield outlook for traditional assets and                  

consider this against the yield opportunities I am seeing develop in the cryptoasset markets. I also share                 

with you a number of highlights, including the appointment of three new members to the Hedera                

Hashgraph Governing Council, the possible use of Ethereum by the US Federal Treasury and the growing                

acceptance of Bitcoin (and crypto) as an emerging investment grade asset by traditional investors, such               

as Paul Tudor Jones. These and other developments underpinned the steady growth in the Fund over                

the past quarter. The Fund was up 37% over the quarter and closed at AUD 0.6034.  
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Yield Outlook for Traditional Assets 

I am sure you already have analysis of yield         

trends with traditional assets from other      

sources. What I want to do here is set out my           

high level understanding of where yields are       

heading and use this as a backdrop for        

consideration of the emerging yield     

opportunities with our cryptoassets.  

At the heart of most investment objectives is        

the desire to own assets which produce income.  

PwC predicts that total global Assets under       

Management (Aum) will be USD 100 trillion by        

the end of 2020. A large percentage of these         

funds are retirement savings. Rivers of money       

have been flowing into retirement plans over       

the past decades. These savings are mainly       

looking for yield. They are typically looking for        

low risk high yield assets (if such a thing         

exists?). 

The challenge is that yields from property, debt        

and equity assets have been falling at the same         

time as the AuM number has been rising. In         

short there is a larger and larger pool of money          

looking for a safe home from which to derive         

passive income.  

There are many reasons for the declining yields:        

over-inflated equity asset prices (due to      

demand side from retirement savings and      

cheap money); reduced debt yields due to       

Central Bank easy money policy (reducing rates       

to stimulate the economy); and a property price        

bubble driven also by cheap money.  

 

Declining Yields on Bonds - Negative Interest       

Rates 

I first heard of negative interest rates as a         

concept in 2016. I did not pay much attention         

to it at the time as it seemed to be a Japan only             

type situation. Then in August 2019 when UBS        

announced negative interest rates for deposits      

of more than 2 million Swiss francs I started to          

take notice. Fast forward to this past quarter,        

negative interest rates in the US are becoming a         

very much talked about possibility. See for       

example this essay by Kenneth Rogoff,      
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Professor of Economics and Public Policy at       

Harvard University.  

Then on 23 May 2020, 2-year gilt yields became         

negative for the first time in several hundred        

years of history. This May 2020 chart by        

Deutsche Bank (below) shows that 90% of       

Government Bonds now have yields of less than        

1%.  

 

The outlook for yields on investment grade       

corporate bonds is also at record lows. Of        

course the returns in the high yield bond        

markets (junk bonds) will be higher, but even        

junk bond yields have been decreasing (see the        

graph below for US Corp Bonds, the Australia        

graph is similar).  

 

BlackRock (the world’s largest fund manager)      

said in relation to bond yields that ‘...Bond        

yields’ recent plunge has created challenges for       

investors in an already yield-starved world…’. 

Declining Yields on Equity Investments  

Generally the expected yield on equities is       

higher than investment grade bonds, this is       

because the investment risk with equities is       

typically higher. Higher yields are not however a        

given. In Australia we are seeing for the first         

time traditional higher yielding stocks, such as       

banks, reducing or eliminating dividends     

altogether. This may be a temporary COVID-19       

induced measure, but it may also be an        

indication of expected future returns. There is       

an abundance of research on dividend yield       

expectations available from specialists in this      

area.  
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See for example here a report from Vanguard’s 

Tony Kaye. 

 

Declining Property Yields 

Property, a traditional safe haven long term       

asset is changing in nature as an investment.  

Much of the capital gains enjoyed with       

residential property investments over the past      

decades has come from declining interest rates,       

such low rates making property investment      

more affordable and boosting demand.  

Commercial property is under pressure from a       

combination of on-line commerce and work      

from home culture that was developing prior to        

COVID-19 but is now accelerating and I believe        

will take hold as the new normal. 

Retail property is under stress due to changing        

consumer patterns and habits. As just one       

example, Australia’s biggest retail tenant,     

Premier Investments (Solomon Lew) stopped     

paying rent altogether during the COVID-19      

close down period and announced that they       

intend to ‘...pay rent in arrears for all stores at a           

gross percentage of sales on a going forward        

basis…’. 

 

One bright spot is Industrial property,      

particularly warehouses and logistic centers,     

these are still an attractive investment due to        

the growth of on-line commerce. 

Summary 

We are at a point in history where there are          

record levels of money seeking passive income       

opportunities. But at the same time, the       

opportunities for a reasonable (say (even!)      

above 5%) yield on invested money are       

becoming scarce.  

Yield Outlook for Cryptoassets 

There are 4 main yield opportunities within the        

cryptoasset marketplace. 

1. Interest on Loans 

For quite some time now it has been possible to          

deposit Bitcoin and other cryptoassets and earn       
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interest on the deposits. For the main the        

deposits are loans to unknown third parties,       

such loans being organised by companies such       

as Genesis Capital. We are a client of Genesis         

but as yet have chosen to not lend out our          

cryptoassets. Our primary consideration    

remains the secure holding of these valuable       

assets, we do not want to increase the risk of          

holding the assets for the sake of interest, even         

if the interest rates are attractive compared to        

traditional assets (rates are around 6%-8%). 

I am continuously watching the institutional      

grade financial infrastructure being built out      

and when I feel more comfortable with the risks         

of lending it will be something the fund will         

consider in more detail. 

2. Staking 

This is a new type of yield opportunity. I have          

mentioned before the concept of staking in the        

context of Proof of Stake (PoS) consensus and        

the fact that Ethereum will be moving to PoS         

before the end of this year. See here for an          

explanation, but in short, staking is a process        

whereby Ethereum is held in a smart contract        

(think vending machine) in order to process       

transactions on the Ethereum blockchain. In      

return for locking up the Ethereum the owner        

gets paid a return. 

There are a number of blockchain and       

distributed ledger projects that have or will use        

a PoS consensus algorithm. In our portfolio we        

have : Harmony; Polkadot; Synthetix; Hedera      

Hashgraph and Ethereum (we are already      

staking our Harmony tokens (although this is a        

very small portion of our Fund’s assets)).  

Staking as a service (SaaS) has become a new         

business. See here for a good summary of the         

different types of services available. Our Fund’s       

custody provider (Kingdom Trust) plans to offer       

SaaS in conjunction with custody. This will be        

attractive for us as it keeps it all in one house,           

however the cost of the service and custody        

needs to be considered. I will look at this in due           

course. 

In terms of the expected yields on staking, it         

depends on the asset involved and the       

cryptoeconomics of the particular blockchain.     

Sites such as stakingrewards.com set out      

details of staking providers, rates and other       

market information. The yields on our assets       

are expected to be in the range of 8% - 15%. But            

we will have to wait and see.  

Part of our investment thesis is that in due         

course, the yields offered in the cryptoasset       

space will become attractive to traditional fund       

managers. At the moment the total value of        

cryptoassets locked up in staking contracts is       
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USD 7.8 billion. This is a tiny amount of money          

compared to the total global assets under       

management of USD 100 trillion mentioned      

earlier. I believe that as these PoS systems        

mature and the institutional grade     

infrastructure is built around them, some      

portion of money invested in traditional assets       

will seek the higher and more stable yields        

offered in PoS distributed ledger systems. See       

here a great article setting out how PoS may         

positively influence the Ethereum price.  

 

3. Earnings on DeFi Protocols 

I have mentioned before the emergence of       

Decentralised Finance (DeFi) protocols. These     

protocols (most of which are built on Ethereum)        

are what I call sophisticated vending machines       

and they are re-inventing global finance. (see       

Forbes article here).  

The vending machines are specialised and      

provide a range of financial services such as : 

● Derivatives trading; 

● Margin lending; 

● Liquidity provision; 

● Asset management; and 

● Insurance. 

Common design aspects of these protocols      

include : they are permissionless (anyone can       

use them); there is no centralised party or        

company involved (they all run on software);       

they typically use a native token (have their        

own token); fees are generated whenever the       

protocols are used; and they mainly run on        

Ethereum as the base layer. 

The fees generated from the use of the        

protocols accrues to the holders of the tokens.        

The below chart sets out the annualised       

earnings of existing DeFi protocols. 

 

One of the best explanations of DeFi protocols        

is set out here. In this article the authors use          

Price Earnings Ratios to value the protocols in        

the same way the P/E ratio is used to assess the           

value of equities.  
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It is becoming clearer how these protocols are        

becoming valuable based on fundamentals and      

economics.  

Our fund has exposure to a few of these         

protocols :  

0x - Liquidity protocol - Market fees are        

distributed to ZRX token holders/liquidity     

providers.;  

Synthetix - Derivatives protocol - Trading fees       

are distributed to SNX stakers for minting       

Synths.; and 

Kyber - Liquidity protocol - A portion of trading         

fees are distributed to KNC tokenholders via       

token burns or dividends for governance      

participation. 

Of course our largest asset holding (Ethereum)       

is the base layer for all these protocols. As the          

use of these protocols increases so too does the         

value of Ethereum as Ether is used as part of          

the fee structure (see article here). 

4. Income from locking cryptoassets within     

DeFi protocols 

There is currently circa USD 850 million locked        

up in the DeFi vending machines.  

 

This is a tiny amount of money and these         

systems are mostly less than a year old. It is far           

too early for our fund to invest much further in          

these systems or to lock up funds (which is a          

further way to generate income) in them,       

however, it is extremely good news for us that         

these systems are being developed and      

adoption is growing at a rapid rate. 

Summary 

We have 4 sources of yield emerging in the         

cryptoasset markets : 

1. Interest on lending of cryptoassets; 

2. Staking rewards on staked cryptoassets; 

3. Income on DeFi cryptoassets; and 

4. Income from locking cryptoassets    

within DeFi protocols. 

There are different types of risks associated       

with these income streams. I am constantly       

watching the development of these and other       

initiatives. Our thesis continues to be that as        

the use cases become more widely adopted the        

underlying protocols we hold will increase in       
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value. In time our exposure to the other assets         

will increase, but for now, the ‘safe’ strategy (in         

a high risk environment) is to hold mainly the         

longer/better established base layer protocol     

assets.  

Some highlighted events in    

cryptomarkets  

Bitcoin Halving 

I wrote about the Bitcoin halving event in the         

last quarterly newsletter and here also on my        

blog.  

The event itself, as it turns out, was largely         

uneventful, which is what we wanted. It was a         

known event, we expect the price aspect of the         

reduced supply to flow into the value of Bitcoin         

over the coming months. For a detailed and        

excellent report on the current status of Bitcoin,        

please refer here. Or if you prefer listen to this          

podcast. 

Paul Tudor Jones 

On 11 May 2020 crypto twitter went nuts about         

the news that investor Paul Tudor Jones       

announced in his investor newsletter (see here)       

that he had invested up to 2% of his portfolio in           

Bitcoin.  

I admit to not knowing who Paul Tudor Jones         

was at the time. I spent the rest of the day           

reading about who he is and why his conversion         

(from sceptic to supporter) was such a big deal.         

Read my blog on this here. 

 

 JP Morgan 

Just as interesting as Tudor Jones’ conversion       

was the news that long term Bitcoin denyer JP         

Morgan announced that they are now banker to        

two major cryptoexchanges, Gemini and     

Coinbase. See article here.  

 

Consensus 2020 - Annual Conference 

Every other year I attend New York blockchain        

week. This week in May is the place where         

everything blockchain happens and at the      

center of it all is the annual Consensus        

conference. This year the conference was      

virtual, but it had over 22,000 people in        
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attendance, 5 days of back to back content and         

over 300 speakers. 

I enjoyed it from the comfort of my study, it          

went late into the night for me and I caught a           

bit early in the morning also. The balance I         

caught up with via recordings. It was not the         

same as being there but a great example of how          

life continues somewhat as normal in these       

times.  

Three New Members join the Hedera Hashgraph       

Governing Council 

On 6 May 2020 the Hedera Hashgraph       

Governing Council announced that the     

University College London (UCL) joined the      

Council. UCL is one of the top universities in the          

United Kingdom and has taken the lead in        

research and development of blockchain and      

distributed ledger technologies via their Center      

for Blockchain Technologies. 

 

Their role on the Council will facilitate the        

convergence of academic research with the      

commercialisation of these technologies.  

Then on 27 May 2020 South Korea chaebol LG         

Group joined the Hedera Council  

 

The LG Group, is the fourth-largest chaebol in        

South Korea.  

On 14 June 2020 Hedera announced the       

appointment of Zain Group to the Governing       

Council. Zain is the pioneer of mobile       

telecommunications in the Middle East. They      

began life in 1983 in Kuwait as the region’s first          

mobile operator, and have since expanded      

rapidly. Today, they are a leading mobile voice        

and data services operator with a commercial       

footprint in 8 Middle Eastern and Africa       

countries with a workforce of over 6,000       

providing a comprehensive range of mobile      

voice and data services to over 49.5 million        

active individual and business customers as of       

31 December 2019.  
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The Council now includes one of the top legal         

firms in the world (DLA Piper), one of the largest          

and most influential technology/media    

companies (Google), telecommunications in    

Europe and Asia (Deutsche Telecom and Tata       

Communications) and others. It is shaping up       

very nicely to say the least! 

The Coupon Bureau to use Hedera’s consensus       

service to help track transactions 

The Hedera Consensus Service (HCS) is one of        

the 4 key services offered by the Hedera        

Hashgraph platform. One example of the type       

of organisations who will use this service is The         

Coupon Bureau (TCB). 

TCB is a non-profit, industry managed coupon       

data exchange technology platform that works      

with many of the largest consumer product       

goods (CPG) manufacturers and others in the       

retail ecosystem. TCB announced in May that       

they will be using the Hedera Consensus Service        

to provide a real-time, tamper-proof log for all        

coupon events on its platform. This will allow        

coupon providers, manufacturers,   

clearinghouses, and retailers the ability to      

validate in real-time when coupons are      

registered and redeemed on the platform,      

without having to trust any single party. 

Mance Harmon (Co-Founder of Hedera     

Hashgraph) in announcing this partnership     

advised that ‘...fraud and lack of real-time,       

standardized data around coupon usage are      

two huge challenges facing the retail industry       

that TCB aims to address…’ ‘...Approximately      

250 billion coupons are issued in the US        

annually, many through different providers,     

allowing consumers to redeem multiple     

versions of the same offer and costing brands        

millions of dollars. Adding the Hedera      

Consensus Service to the TCB platform, will       

create a trusted, immutable log for coupon       

transactions for all authorized stakeholders…’ 

Fenbushi Capital becomes Strategic Advisor to      

Hedera Hashgraph 

Fenbushi Capital is one of the most respected        

blockchain-focused venture capital firms in the      

world. Founded in Shanghai in 2015 by veterans        

across both blockchain and traditional financial      

industries, it has to date supported over 60        

leading projects across 4 continents. Fenbushi’s      

mission is to drive healthy and sustainable       

growth in the global blockchain ecosystem, and       

actively work as a long-term strategic partner to        

portfolio projects. 
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It is very significant news that General Partner        

of Fenbushi, Bo Shen, who is very well known         

and respected in the industry, has joined       

Hedera Hashgraph as a strategic advisor.  

Bo Shen commented on the appointment that :        

‘Hedera Hashgraph is the next evolution of       

everything we’ve hoped distributed ledger     

technology could be,..’ ‘...It delivers the speed,       

security, and reliability required for both      

enterprises and every day consumers to adopt       

and embrace decentralized business models.     

With the recent announcement of the first       

tranche of Council members, representing some      

of the most reputable global brands, Hedera       

continues to demonstrate its commitment to      

being enterprise-ready for mission-critical    

applications. I’m excited to help champion      

Hedera’s growth and adoption of the      

technology within the APAC region…’. 

 

The US Federal Reserve plan to use Ethereum to 

transition away from LIBOR 

This is possibly the most important news in this         

newsletter. But way of background, the US Fed,        

following the scandals around Banks     

manipulating the price of LIBOR, has been       

working on an alternative interest rate      

benchmark. One such alternative is called      

‘Ameribor’. Ameribor has been developed by      

the American Financial Exchange (AFE). The      

method developed by the AFE uses a       

private/permissioned version of the Ethereum     

blockchain. This is exciting because the Chair of        

AFE, Richard Sandor, has become a fan of        

blockchain technology in general and Ethereum      

in particular. Please listen to a podcast with        

Richard here. 

 

This is huge news as it means that the US Fed           

will at some point have to buy and use         

Ethereum to operate the Ameribor system. See       

my blog post here. 

***********  
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There is quite a lot in this newsletter and I          

appreciate some of it deals with quite new        

concepts. The main point I hope I have        

conveyed is the news that before the end of this          

calendar year, I expect we will be earning a         

reasonable yield on a number of our assets.        

Going forward (for the year ending 30 June        

2021) I hope there will be an annual distribution         

of this income.  

 

  

************* 

As always, please do not hesitate to contact me         

on 04 5090 0151 or at ian@bca.fund if you have          

any questions. 

Best Regards 

 

Ian Love 

 

To the extent that any of the information which we have supplied to you may be deemed to be “general advice” within the meaning of the                          

Corporations Act, we draw your attention to:- (a) in preparing, supplying or conveying such advice, we did not take into account your investment                       

objectives, financial situation or specific needs; and (b) (before acting on the advice) the need to consider, with or without the assistance of an                        

authorised representative, the appropriateness of the advice having regard to your investment objectives, financial situation or specific needs                  

and any relevant Information Memorandum.  
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